
Newspaper Ideas 

From celebrity gossip tabloids to business broadsheets, newspapers offer a lot of 
articles and content that will appeal to different kinds of readers. There are various 
newspaper ideas and examples that do not only focus on the latest entertainment or 
world news but rather could be used to update a business or an organization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Newspaper Ideas and Examples 

Newspapers are publications that are in printed or digital format and are used to relay 
the latest news and updates on various topics of interest. We've got a list of newspaper 
ideas and examples that may inspire your next newspaper design like this interior 
design newspaper. You might draw a lot of readers once you put your inspiration on 
paper! 

 

 

 

https://www.template.net/editable/13974/interior-design-newspaper
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Sports Newspaper Ideas and Examples 

Want to write a news story about the latest game? Then take a look at our example of 
a sports newspaper that you can download and print for your use. It'll make readers who 
are sports fans completely thrilled. 

 

 

https://www.template.net/editable/13978/sports-newspaper


 

Newspaper Ideas and Examples for Business 

The world of business is often plagued with news and updates. Aside from newsletters, 
a number of businesses would document their updates using a newspaper template. If 
you want to write a story about the latest business trends, then you can take a look at 
our business newspaper examples for inspiration like this real estate newspaper. 

 

https://www.template.net/editable/13976/real-estate-newspaper


 

Ideas for Political Newspaper and Examples 

Write down news about ongoing political issues with our political newspaper examples. 
You can write stories about politicians, laws, campaigns and other related topics and 
issues. You have the option to download, edit, and print this. 

 

https://www.template.net/editable/13975/political-newspaper


 

Technology Newspaper Making Ideas and Examples 

There's always something new popping up in the technology industry. Report about the 
latest smartphone or a cool gadget with our technology newspaper examples.  A well-
written newspaper will pique the interest of technology enthusiasts as they enjoy flipping 
through the pages. 

 

https://www.template.net/editable/13979/technology-newspaper


 

Travel Newspaper Ideas and Examples 

There are a lot of amazing travel destinations that people have to know. Write stories 
about the latest tourist destination, travel agency packages, activities, and travel 
holidays tips here on our travel newspaper examples. Check out these templates which 
you can also download, print, and edit. 

https://www.template.net/editable/13980/travel-newspaper


 

Food Newspaper Ideas and Examples 

People always look forward to news on the latest food and fine dining cuisines. Reading 
food updates may help readers plan out their next let's say Thanksgiving or Birthday 
menu. So to help you create this type of newspaper check out our food and health 
newspaper example to give you an idea of how to design its content and layout. 

https://www.template.net/editable/13972/food-and-health-newspaper
https://www.template.net/editable/13972/food-and-health-newspaper


 

 

Designing Ideas for Health Newspaper with Examples 

Need to write about the latest information from the health community? Then take a look 
at our health newspaper examples to get started. This will help you create and design 
great content for health-conscious adults and news updates regarding health concerns 
and issues. 

https://www.template.net/editable/13973/health-newspaper


 

School Newspaper Story Ideas and Examples 

A school paper is common in most schools since it gives students an avenue to 
enhance their skills in writing and communication. If you are writing a newspaper for 
campus or classroom-related activities, then you can use this religious 

https://www.template.net/editable/13977/religious-newspaper


newspaper example that works well for Catholic schools and topics focusing on religion. 
With this template, you will be able to design an exceptional newspaper. 

 

Ideas for Art Newspaper Ideas and Examples 

Want to showcase the latest works of art or report about an art event? Featuring 
artworks and events in newspapers is a great way to promote and spread the news 

https://www.template.net/editable/13977/religious-newspaper


about art-related updates. Our art newspaper examples are the perfect fit for your 
needs with its sleek design and fantastic layout. 

  

 

 

 

 

Financial Newspaper Ideas and Examples 

https://www.template.net/editable/13968/art-and-culture-newspaper


Banks and other financial institutions often gather and collect their updates and compile 
all these in a newspaper. If you want to write news about local and international trends 
in the world of finances, you can check out our financial newspaper examples. Here you 
can download, edit, and print with convenience. 

 

Newspaper Ideas FAQs 

https://www.template.net/editable/13971/financial-newspaper


What Do Newspapers Look Like? 

Newspapers are usually presented as a series of words, sentences, and images, all 
designed to draw the attention of readers. 

How to Use Newspapers? 

Newspapers are primarily used for finding out new information about recent events and 
updates. 

What Is the Purpose of a Newspaper? 

The purpose of newspapers is to inform and educate readers about current events and 
new information. 

Why Do We Read Newspapers? 

We read newspapers by checking what is on the featured page and choosing what 
article to focus on. 

How Effective Are Newspaper Ads? 

Newspaper ads are as effective as their content and memorable design. 

What Are the Elements of Newspaper? 

The elements of a newspaper include the name of the newspaper, section, headline, 
drophead, byline, dateline, lead body, photo, and caption. 

How Is the Newspaper Helpful to Students? 

Newspapers are helpful to students by helping them be informed and educated on a lot 
of topics. 

What Are the Benefits of Reading Newspapers? 

The benefits of reading newspapers are keeping oneself aware of current events and 
being able to know more about the world. 

What Are Different Parts of a Newspaper Article? 

The parts of a newspaper article include the following: the headline, the byline, the lead, 
the body, and the tail. 

What Makes Newspapers Attractive? 



The design layout, choices of images, and structure of the text are what make a 
newspaper attractive. 

 

 


